A REPORT ON INAGURATION FUNCTION OF SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS INDIA (SAE INDIA) IN THE DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The Inaugural function of SAE INDIA was conducted by the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Adhi College of Engineering and Technology on 10-09-2016 at 12.30 P.M. in Conference Hall.

Welcome address for SAEISS-Collegiate Club inaugural function was given by Mr.V.Paranthaman, HOD-Mechanical.

Dr. A. Devaraju, Principal, introduced Mr. Pradeep, Chairman of SAE Mahindra & Mahindra and Mr. Balasubramainiyan, and he shared his experiences about the importance of membership in SAE India.

All the Students and the Staff of Mechanical Department attended the inaugural function.

ABOUT SAE INDIA

SAEINDIA is India’s leading resource for mobility technology. As an individual member driven society of mobility practitioners the ownership of SAE INDIA wrests with its members who are individuals from the mobility community, which includes Engineers Executives from Industry, Government Officials, Academics and Students.

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

Experts interacted with the students about the following topics.

- Overview of Mechanical area and the Importance of Membership.
- Development in Automotive Industry in both Production and Technology.
- Emphasis on the integration of the roles of design engineer, manufacturing engineer, supplier, marketer, and planner.
- Increased reliance of auto manufacturers on suppliers and design houses to support the design and manufacturing functions.
- Highlighted an opportunities for girls in the automobile industries
- Created awareness on the formula races like F1 & F3.
- Experts cleared all the doubts raised by the students during the interactive session.
- Students received their respective membership cards from the dignitaries.
WELCOME ADDRESS GIVEN BY Mr.V. PARANTHAMAN HOD/MECH

INTRO ABOUT SAE INDIA BY MR.PRADEEP/CHAIRMAN
PRESENTATION GIVEN BY MR. BALASUBRAMANIYAN

MR. PRADEEP INTRODUCED MR. SETHUPATHI / HOD IN DEPT OF AUTOMOBILE ENGG
Q/A SESSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION

DURING THE PRESENTATION SESSION